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Abstract—Medical images are important to help identifying different diseases, for example, Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) can be used to investigate the brain, spinal cord, bones, joints, breasts, blood vessels, and heart. Image segmentation, in medical image analysis, is usually the first step to find out some characteristics with similar color, intensity or texture so that the diagnosis could be further carried out based on these features. This paper introduces an improved C-means model to segment the MRI images. The model is based on information entropy to evaluate the segmentation results by achieving global optimization. Several contributions are significant. Firstly, Genetic Algorithm (GA) is used for achieving global optimization in this model where fuzzy C-means clustering algorithm (FCMA) is not capable of doing that. Secondly, the information entropy after segmentation is used for measuring the effectiveness of MRI image processing. Experimental results show the outperformance of the proposed model by comparing with traditional approaches.
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I. INTRODUCTION

MRI refers to a medical photographing technology which uses radiology techniques to form images of the anatomy and physiology processes [1]. The images have the both health and disease bodies through making full use of strong magnetic fields, radio waves, and field gradients [2]. For taking an MRI image, a strong magnetic field will be used and radio waves are applied for a short time in different directions. This sudden shift results in certain atoms in the patient’s body to make special signals which could be detected by the MRI scanners. After that, a computer creates an image of the inner body by using the received signal information so that doctors can diagnose disorders of the body [3]. Therefore, MRI can be used to investigate the brain, spinal cord, bones, joints, breasts, blood vessels, heart, etc. [4]. However, some metallic objects such as hip, shoulder and knee replacements will distort the images.

Image segmentation, in medical image analysis, is usually the first step which plays an important role in many diagnosis applications with the aims of dividing an image into several different areas/regions where similar color or intensity could be observed. Thus, image segmentation has been widely used for analyzing and visualizing the anatomical structures delineating pathological areas in brain MRI diagnosis which is significant for treating some patients with serious diseases on their brains [5], [6]. In the previous decades, various segmentation techniques have been developed and reported in the literature according to the development of ad-hoc technologies such as Internet of Things and Big Data Analytics [7]-[10]. Brain MRI segmentation is a critical task in many applications because it influences the outcome of the entire diagnosis. Therefore, there are many different processing steps which are based on accurate segmentation of anatomical regions [11], [12]. Take MRI image segmentation for example, this process is widely used for evaluating and diagnosing different brain structures. Thus, design and development of the segmentation approaches should be based on different applications [13]. Some considerations such as complexities, accuracies, and effectiveness are concerned during this process. In realizing brain injury and exploring brain anatomy using MRI images, some progresses are achieved such as using advanced models and algorithms to help making decisions. The advances in brain MR imaging have also provided vast number of data with an increasingly high level of quality. Analysis of these large and complex MRI data becomes a complex task for clinicians or doctors, who have to manually extract important information. This manual operation is often time-consuming and prone to errors due to various inter- or intra-operator variability studies [14]. These challenges in brain MRI data analysis open up an urgent requirement invention in computerized methods to improve disease diagnosis and testing. Currently, computerized methods for MR image segmentation, registration, and visualization have been used to assist doctors in qualitative diagnosis [15].

Unfortunately, there are still several difficulties in doing the MRI segmentation. Firstly, most of the research uses GA to achieve the global optimum in MRI segmentation. However, the computational time is high so that it is difficult to implement in practical cases. Secondly, C-means clustering algorithm has been widely used in literature. But, it heavily relies on the initial clustered center so that global optimum is hardly achieved. Finally, the information degree which is used to measure the results is scarcely reported.

In order to address the above difficulties, this paper introduces an improved C-means model using information entropy for MRI segmentation. This model extends the classic C-means into a higher space so as to cluster the MRI images by making full use of GA approach which achieves the global optimum. Additionally, based on the extension, MRI segmentation is carried out and the information entropy is proposed to measure the results so that the quality of segmentation could be ensured.

The rest of this paper follows the routes: Section II reports on the improved C-Means Model for MRI segmentation. It highlights the information entropy measurement after the segmentation. Section III demonstrates the experiments and
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II. AN IMPROVED C-MEANS MODEL FOR MRI SEGMENTATION

A. Classic C-Means

In fuzzy clustering which is usually talked in fuzzy theory, clustering involves allocating data points to different clusters so that they may have the similarity or same characteristics as possible [16]. When we use this approach in image processing, FCMA is widely adopted. Assume that any point \( x \) has a set of coefficients which give the degree of being in the \( k^{th} \) cluster \( w_k(x) \), the centroid of a cluster \( c_k \) is the mean of all points:

\[
c_k = \frac{\sum w_k(x)^m x}{\sum w_k(x)^m}
\]

(1)

FCMA aims to minimize an objective function which divides an image into clusters [17]:

\[
\arg \min_c \sum_{i=1}^{C} \sum_{j=1}^{N} w_{ij} \left\| x_i - c_j \right\|^2
\]

(2)

\[
w_{ij} = \frac{1}{\sum_{k=1}^{C} \left\| x_i - c_k \right\|^2}^{1/m}
\]

(3)

From (2), for a specific MRI image, we can get:

\[
J(u,v) = \sum_{k=1}^{C} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left[ u_k(x_i) \right]^m \left\| x_i - v_k \right\|^2
\]

(4)

where \( N \) is the total number of samples. \( C \) is the cluster number. \( m > 1 \) is a constant number of fuzzy degree which is used for controlling the cluster results. \( x_i \) is \( P \) dimensional vector. \( v_k \) is the \( i^{th} \) cluster center. \( u_k(x_i) \) is the membership function of \( k^{th} \) sample in \( i^{th} \) cluster.

B. Improved Model

In the previous FCMA method, the membership grade of each sample in individual cluster could be obtained when the algorithm is converging. That aims to achieve the fuzzy clustering for the images. However, the convergence speed is fast due to the iterations. That heavily relies on the selection of initial cluster center [18]-[20]. Therefore, the local optimization is achieved rather than global optimization. An improved model is necessary for achieving global optimization which will make better segmentation results.

To this end, this paper uses GA approach twining with FCMA. GA is able to make global optimization through initializing operators, selection, crossover, mutation, accepting, replacement, and testing [21]. By using the GA in the FCMA, the following steps are used for the improved model.

- Confirm the Cluster quantity \( C \);
- Initialization: A population of \( P \) individual is randomly generated. Each individual represents the center \( \{v_1,v_2,...,v_c\} \) of each \( C \). \( v_j \) is a \( P \) vector.
- Crossover: Assume that the crossover probability is \( p_c \), for each population in \( P \), a random value \( r \) is created, \( 0 \leq r \leq 1 \). If \( r \leq p_c \), the crossover operations will be conducted. For \( P \), we can randomly select a population, an integer \( i \) is generated, \( 1 \leq i \leq C \). The location \( j \) will be conducted the crossover operation given \( \{v_1,v_2,...,v_c\} - \{v_1,v_2,...,v_j,\ldots,v_c\} \) and \( \{v_1,v_2,...,v_c\} - \{v_1,v_2,...,v_j',\ldots,v_c\} \).

This operation is going to switch the center of \( j \). It means that the central pixel of \( j \) in the image will be segmented.

- Mutation: Assume that the mutation probability is \( p_m \), for each selected individual \( \{v_1,v_2,...,v_c\} \), a location \( v_j \) will be randomly chosen for mutation operation. Thus, a new \( v_j \) will be produced as \( v_j' \).
- The fitness degree of an individual is:

\[
Fit = \frac{1}{1 + J(u,v)}
\]

(5)

- Compare the new individual after mutation with each individual population, the individual with larger \( Fit \) will be selected and the ones with smaller \( Fit \) will be omitted. A threshold will be followed in applications.

C. Entropy-Based Measurement

Entropy refers to the expected average value of the information in any data flow so that the message could be examined and measured [22]. The measurement of the message is based on the mean information which shows how much useful data/message is carried out by the information so that the unpredictability of the information/message could be evaluated [23]-[25]. The logarithm of the probability distribution could be used for measuring the entropy. Thus, in this paper, the conditional entropy of two elements \( v_j \) and \( v_j' \) from the improved model is considered to validate the mutation results.

The entropy \( H \) of a discrete random variable \( V \) with possible values \( \{v_1,v_2,...,v_c\} \) and the probability mass function \( P(V) \) is:
\[ H(V) = E[I(V)] = E[-\ln(P(V))] \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

\( E \) is the expected value operator and \( I \) is the information contents of \( V \). In this paper, the information contents come from the pixels of MRI images. Thus, the entropy could explicitly be written as:

\[ H(V) = \sum_{j=1}^{C} P(v_j) I(v_j) = -\sum_{j=1}^{C} P(v_j) \log_b P(v_j) \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

\( b \) is the base of the logarithm used. In this paper, \( b \) is set as 2 with Shannon entropy. Therefore, we can get the conditional entropy for segmenting purpose using:

\[ H(V | V') = \sum_{i,j} p(v_i, v_j') \log \frac{p(v_i, v_j')}{p(v_j')} \]  \hspace{1cm} (8)

III. EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION

This section reports on the experiments used for validating the proposed model for MRI segmentation. The images are from National Alliance for Medical Image Computing which is a free and open medical image source, including large number of images for researchers and practitioners. The images are 136×152px. Fig. 1 shows the experiment results.
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The segmentation results from Fig. 1 show that the proposed model is able to segment the MRI images effectively compared with the traditional FCMA approach. For example, most of the key features could not be observed by traditional FCMA because local optimization is used. However, using GA approach to achieve a global optimization, more features are identified with more significant information provided for decision-makings such as disease diagnosis. Fig. 1 presents the qualitative analysis by comparing the experimental segmentation results. Then, Table I shows the quantitative analysis of the experiments.

Table I presents the quantitative analysis which compares the grayscale values before and after the segmentation using difference approaches. The first column is the group which uses three different MRI images for the experiments. Six individual MRI images are presented. MSE 1 and 2 are the mean square error (MSE) values which are obtained from traditional FCMA and the proposed improved model. Time indicates the computational time/cost that each approach uses for achieving the results. The last column presents the entropy value from the definition that is used to evaluate the information carrying after the segmentation processing.

From Table I, it could be observed that values of MSE 2 are much smaller than those of MSE 1. That implies the outperformance of the proposed model comparing with traditional FCMA approach. The proposed model spends more computational cost for achieving better performance. Averagely speaking, it takes 32.9% of more time to conduct the segmentation comparing with traditional FCMA method.

In the experiments, the proposed model has the following parameters: the population is 80. According to the main tissues in MRI images like alba, ectocinerea, and neuroplymph, \( C \) is set as 3. The iteration loop is 100 times. Crossover possibility and mutation possibility are \( p_c = 0.7 \) and \( p_m = 0.1 \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Images</th>
<th>MSE 1</th>
<th>MSE 2</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Entropy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>a.2</td>
<td>9.18</td>
<td>9.05</td>
<td>26 vs 36</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a.3</td>
<td>9.26</td>
<td>9.11</td>
<td>28 vs 32</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>b.2</td>
<td>10.15</td>
<td>10.02</td>
<td>36 vs 44</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b.3</td>
<td>10.23</td>
<td>10.10</td>
<td>38 vs 50</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>c.2</td>
<td>12.28</td>
<td>11.88</td>
<td>44 vs 62</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c.3</td>
<td>11.81</td>
<td>10.84</td>
<td>48 vs 72</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The segmentation results from Fig. 1 show that the proposed model is able to segment the MRI images effectively compared with the traditional FCMA approach. For example, most of the key features could not be observed by traditional FCMA because local optimization is used. However, using GA approach to achieve a global optimization, more features are identified with more significant information provided for decision-makings such as disease diagnosis. Fig. 1 presents the qualitative analysis by comparing the experimental segmentation results. Then, Table I shows the quantitative analysis of the experiments.

From Table I, it could be observed that values of MSE 2 are much smaller than those of MSE 1. That implies the outperformance of the proposed model comparing with traditional FCMA approach. The proposed model spends more computational cost for achieving better performance. Averagely speaking, it takes 32.9% of more time to conduct the segmentation comparing with traditional FCMA method. That is because, in the proposed model, GA approach is used for achieving global optimization which requires calculation time for crossover and mutation, which attributes to the more time cost. Despite the fact that the more time will be required, the information carried after the segmentation is much more significant compared with that from the traditional FCMA. That is why the proposed model is able to identify more features after segmentation which could be observed in Fig. 1.
IV. CONCLUSION

This paper introduces an improved C-means model for MRI segmentation. This model uses information entropy to measure the segmentation results. GA method is integrated to the FCMA approach so as to achieve global optimization. Experiments from this study show the outperformance of the proposed model by comparing traditional FCMA method. This paper has several contributions. Firstly, GA approach is used to get the global optimization so as to avoid the heavy dependence on initial cluster center in FCMA. Thus, better performance could be achieved in the proposed model. Secondly, information entropy is adopted to evaluate the effectiveness of segmentation. The information contents come from the pixels of MRI images where the key features could be observed by using the entropy.

Future research directions will be carried out to improve this study. First of all, how to improve the efficiency of GA so that less computational cost could be applied? In order to address this question, parallel approaches will be studied in the future to divide the GA calculation by using different parameters. Secondly, how to validate the proposed model by comparing with other approaches, such as ACO? In the future, more experimental scenarios will be conducted to comparing this model with different approaches so that more effective and efficient segmentation methodologies could be figured out. Thus, practical applications with suitable methodologies will be applied.
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